
I. Naga Sadow’s fleets and armies:

A. The Perdition

1. Imperial Class II Star Destroyer will serve as a defensive platform for the fleet to
center around.

B. Warhost Fleet

1. Spattering of Cruisers, Corvettes, frigates, and Gunships will engage smaller
capital ships and fighter threats.

C. Warhost Ground Support

1. Battalion with four drop companies

2.   Legion with three line regiments and one armored regiment

D.  House Shar Dahkan Fleet

1.   Task Force 1 “Aurek” with a couple corvettes and a medium cruiser.

2. Task Force 2 “Besh” with a couple of cruisers

3. Task Force 3 “Dorn” with a couple of corvettes and a carrier

4. Victory class destroyer with a couple fighter squadrons

E. Shar Dahkan Army

1. Four LAAT/i Carriers

2. Two line companies, Assault company, attack armor company

3. Two M hovertank platoons, AT-MP platoon, and AT-AT platoon

F. Marka Ragnos Fleet

1. Thirteen cruiser type ships, two transport ships, a few corvette ships, frigate and assault
ships.



2. Seven fighter squadrons

G. Marka Ragnos Army

1.  First tactical mission battalion with two line companies and an armored company

2. Special missions company with Speeder bike, five LAAT/i, and anti-vehicle artillery

3. A regiment company with four infantry battalions

II. Orian System

A. Eight planets and one asteroid belt

1. Amphor, Aeotheran, Inos and Tarthos are planets that contain weapon defense
systems against fleet and ground forces.

2. Aeotheran and Tarthos also contain base operation and cities

B. Climates

1. Aeotheran and Sepros have jungle and temperate climates. The jungles allow for
Warhost assets to engage in guerilla tactics against Lightbringer and Truthwarden
forces.

2. Inos has a Frozen Antarctic climate.

3. Tarthos has a Tundra climate

III. Strategic Planning

A. Naga Sadow’s Warhost army and fleet will be positioned around Sepros. Splitting the
forces between two hemispheres of the planet will allow Warhost Fleet Group assets to
pincer in on oncoming Children of Mortis ships. As the orbiting space is secured, troops
will be deployed to drop onto Sepros to investigate the object crash site and assist the
Sadowans on the ground in securing the Temple of Darkness and other Clan-controlled
sites.
Once these sites are secured, Warhost will also be used to comb the jungles to ensure
that remaining Children of Mortis threats have been abolished and to prevent the



invasion of new flora or fauna on the surface. This directive can only be superseded by
Overlord Stahoes or in case of his death/absence, Warlord Darkhawk.

You make sure that they know I gave that order, specifically. I mean it, write it in. -Bentre

B. Shar Dahkan’s fleet will be stationed at Aeotheran and engage any forces that pass
within striking distance of either Gamuslag or Aeotheran. Smaller corvettes and
anti-starfighter assets will ensure that we don’t have any other objects landing on the
planet while all other ships will engage in a blockade of the planet.
In the face of containment failure, portions of the planet will be glassed. Do not fail to
contain. Conversion would mean death for the Clan. I mean it. You tell them I said that
too. -Bentre

C. Marka Ragnos Fleet will be currently on Tarthos defending the planet until Children of
Mortis forces have engaged with those on Sepros. As soon as action happens on
Sepros, a portion of the Markosian Forces will be deployed in order to assist the Sepros
naval assets in their mission. The other half will be split between keeping Tarthos
secured and ensuring we don’t have additional Children of Mortis forces dropping in
behind us.

IV. Emergency Retreat Orders

A. General Orders
1. Should Naga Sadow’s Warhost fleet be forced to retreat, Marka Ragnos and

Shar Dahkan’s fleets will be immediately summoned to cover the retreat.
2. Infantry and other military assets of the Warhost Army will engage in two

directives: primarily they will be defending the population from assimilation or
conversion by the Children of Mortis. Secondary objective will be to create as
much damage as they can should they need to retreat in order to deny the
Children of Mortis access to sensitive information or materials.

3. Should total retreat be required, Clan Naga Sadow will rally near Inos, awaiting
next orders of Overlord Stahoes or the acting CO. Communication with the Dark
Council will be attempted before a spearhead attack will be launched starting with
Tarthos and working inward back towards Aeotheran and Sepros.

B.    Chain of Command

1. Should the Overlord, Bentre Stahoes fall, Darkhawk will take overall command of the
forces and give further instructions

2. Should Darkhawk fall, Malisane and Locke be in command over the fleets and armies of
Naga Sadow



3. Should Malisane and Locke fall, Tasha’Vel and Sanguinius will be in command over the
fleet and armies of Naga Sadow

4. Should Tasha’Vel and Sanguinius fall, Simonetti will be in charge over the ground forces
and Muz will be in de facto command of the fleets and military assets until the danger
has come to pass.
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